The fission rate during JCO criticality accident is estimated from fission-product (FP) radioactivities in a uranium solution sample taken from the preparation basin 20 days after the accident. The FP radioactivity data are taken from a report by JAERI released in the Accident Investigation Committee. The total fission number is found quite dependent on the FP radioactivities and estimated to be about $4 \times 10^{16}$ per liter, or $2 \times 10^{18}$ per 16kgU (assuming uranium concentration 278.9 g/liter). On the contrary, the time dependence of the fission rate is rather insensitive to the FP radioactivities. Hence, it is difficult to determine the fission number in the initial burst from the radioactivity data.

1. Introduction

The power history (or the fission rate) in JCO criticality accident is the key parameter to evaluate the exposure dose and doses from released radioactive materials for workers and general public. In principle, the time dependence of the fission rate can be evaluated from the populations of the Fission Products (FP) after the accident. In this paper, we perform a semi-quantitative analysis of the fission rate using FP radioactivity data in a uranium solution sample taken from the preparation basin 20 days after the accident. The data are taken from a report by JAERI [1] released in the Accident Investigation Committee. The report gives the radioactivities of 7 FP nuclides obtained from two different measurements. In this paper, we only use the results of one measurement (group A data) because the author could obtain only the group A data when this study was reported in the symposium. However, we have confirmed that, even if we include the remaining group B data, the conclusion of this study does not change in the present semi-quantitative analysis.

2. Assumption
It is somewhat unclear whether the uranium sample contains the average concentrations of the FP’s in the preparation basis. Furthermore, there is no way to evaluate the FP releases from the preparation basin, either.

Therefore, we postulate that no more than two parameters of the fission rate can be obtained from the FP radioactivity data. For simplicity, we assume that the fission reactions continued for 17 hours at a constant rate after the initial burst as shown in Fig. 1. The two parameters to be estimated are the number of fissions in the initial burst ($F_b$) and in the following 17 hours ($F_c$).

3. Method of analysis

The population of an FP nuclide can be calculated in the summation method at any cooling time. The fission yield and decay data required for the calculations are taken from JNDC version 2 [2]. We assume that all the fission reactions are induced by thermal neutrons. In this study, the numerical calculations are performed with a handy computer code [3].

To start with, let us denote $N_b$ ($N_c$) as the populations of an FP nuclide from a pulse fission (fissions for 17 hours at constant fission rate 1 fission/s). Then, the total population of the FP, $N$, is given by

$$N = F_b N_b + F_c N_c / (17 \times 60 \times 60).$$

(1)

Here, $N_b$ and $N_c$ are calculated in the summation method while the total population $N$ can be obtained from the FP radioactivity ($\lambda N$) in Table I.

Equation (1) gives a line in the ($F_c$, $F_b$) plane for each FP nuclide. Then, we have 7 lines for the 7 FP nuclides. Ideally, the lines should have a single intersection that gives the values of $F_b$ and $F_c$.

It is also possible to obtain the values of $F_b$ and $F_c$ from the linear simultaneous equations (Eq. (1)) in the least squares method. However, we do not adopt the least squares but confine ourselves to the graphical method because the uncertainties of the FP radioactivity data are not clear.

4. Results

Figure 2 shows the 7 lines (Eq. (1)) for the 7 FP nuclides. Unfortunately, it is very hard to identify a single plausible intersection in the figure. Hence, from the present radioactivity data alone, it is very difficult to determine the reliable the ($F_c$, $F_b$) values.

When the fission number becomes smaller, a lines in Fig. 2 goes to the lower left side because the total fission number $F$ is given by the straight line $F = F_b + F_c$. From this viewpoint, the lines for $^{95}$Zr, $^{131}$I and $^{137}$Cs seem to imply
that portions of these FP's were lost or released from the uranium solution. Actually, a portion of $^{95}$Zr was reported to have been lost in the preparation process before the radioactivity measurement [1]. Furthermore, $^{131}$I was detected outside the JCO site although the quantity was quite small.

In spite of these uncertainties, the total fission number may be known well from Fig. 2. We note that the intersections with the axes show the number of fissions in extreme cases with $F_c=0$ or $F_b=0$. These values agree so well that the total number of fissions can be estimated to be about $4 \times 10^{16}$ fission/liter from the FP radioactivity data.

5. Discussions

The assumption of the fission rate model in Fig. 1 is rather crude. However, it should be noted that the total fission number does not vary much in the two extreme cases. This suggests that the FP radioactivity data give good information to estimate the total fission number independently of the detailed time dependence.

Let us turn to the time scale of the initial burst. Even if the initial burst continued for 10 minutes, this time scale is quite small compared with the total duration of the accident; 10 minutes / 17 hours = 1%. Hence, $F_b$ could include the fission numbers in the possible 2nd and 3rd bursts in the order of 10 minutes after the onset of the accident.

It is also noted that the FP radioactivities were measured after a quite long cooling time compared with the duration of the criticality accident; 17 hours / 20 days = 3.5 %. This is the major reason for the difficulty in evaluating the time dependence of the fission rate from the FP radioactivity data.

6. Conclusions

The fission rate during JCO criticality accident is estimated assuming simple time dependence using the FP radioactivity data taken from preparation basin 20 days after the accident. The total number of fissions is found quite dependent on the FP radioactivities and estimated to be about $4 \times 10^{16}$ per liter, or $2 \times 10^{18}$ per 16kgU (assuming uranium concentration 278.9 g/liter). On the contrary, the time dependence of the fission rate is rather insensitive to the FP radioactivities. Hence, it is difficult to determine the fission number in the initial burst from the radioactivity data.
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Table I. The FP radioactivity data analyzed from a uranium solution sample taken from the preparation basin 20 days after the accident [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nuclide</th>
<th>half life (s)</th>
<th>radioactivity (Bq/ml)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{95}$Zr</td>
<td>$5.53 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$2.15 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{99}$Mo</td>
<td>$2.38 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$4.34 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{103}$Ru</td>
<td>$3.41 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.77 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{144}$Ce</td>
<td>$2.46 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>$6.91 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{131}$I</td>
<td>$6.95 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.89 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{137}$Cs</td>
<td>$9.52 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$1.48 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{140}$Ba</td>
<td>$1.10 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$5.31 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Fission rate model. The time $t=0$ corresponds to the beginning of the accident.
Fig. 2. Fission number in the \((F_c, F_b)\) plane. The values of \(F_c\) and \(F_b\) are shown as the concentrations in the uranium solution sample.